Future work orientations
What’s the summary session about

• Proposals for future work

• Hearing from the quiet ones (you know who you are)

• Assessing the consensus on what the challenges are?
  • … and how ‘jointly’ we can address these!
Some ‘facts’ and questions

• Well being measures are not providing ‘good news stories’
• All countries have things to do
• Poverty remains a stubborn challenge
• Families are changing

• Variation in policy efforts is an opportunity to learn

• Family structure policies are:
  • Policies are prevention and treatment? Just treatment?
  • Primarily cash based?
  • Effective? Predictable (incentivizing… work, dissolution?)…
Are welfare systems fit for purpose?

• What do we know?
• Determinants (+tive and –tive) of family change
• What family change means for well-being

• Defining the goals of different parts of the SP systems

• Better / more policy details

• Understanding (temporal) trade-offs in outcomes
• Churn and persistence in well-being experiences

• Analysis of fit for purpose
Thanks!

Contacts: drichardson@unicef.org